
The quality management of software pro-
jects is the connecting link between soft-
ware development and the customer.

Community
Edition
Free Community Edition 
available at:

www.klaros-testmanagement.com

As a test manager you are responsible for governing 
the complete test process. Despite frequent changes 
in the requirements and software versions, often 
under time pressure, you are expected to give 
well-founded and precise status reports.

The key areas of test management consist of the 
gathering, managing and evaluating of all relevant 
data of the test process. 
Klaros-Testmanagement supports you in these tasks 
with a user-friendly web interface and a multitude of 
useful features. This way you are able to have this 
demanding task under control - right from the start of 
the project.

How to keep track of things?

Klaros-Testmanagement is an Ajax based web application, supporting 
the test process in an optimal way. With a multitude of interfaces for 
integration with other applications, it can be utilized in almost any 
environment.

Klaros-Testmanagement allows the import of data from other 
sources, like e.g. Excel sheets or other test applications. The integrati-
on with issue trackers like JIRA and continuous integration servers 
like Hudson allow the automation of tedious manual procedures 
during the development cycle.

The enterprise edition supports authentication via LDAP, the import 
of XML-Data and a large amount of possibilities for con�guring 
reports to individual requirements.

What tests have been executed and with which results?

What test cases are related to which changes in the requirements?

What is the current state of our test coverage?

Which version of the software gave which test results?



Planning projects

Executing Tests

Evaluating Results

Produce signi�cant
reports: 

Manage your test process
comprehensivly

With Klaros-Testmanagement you are able to indivi-
dually con�gure your test projects and administer the 
complete test data in a central database.

The captured tests can be assembled to test plans 
and executed by your testers against de�ned 
software versions and system con�gurations.

Klaros-Testmanagement allows the tracing of tests to 
individual requirements as well as version and change 
log support of test cases.

A separate web client enables the automated logging of 
the manual execution of complete test plans or individu-
al tests. The time-consuming and error-prone manual 
test documentation is hereby avoided.

Through the integration with issue tracking systems the 
test results can be submitted immediately and compre-
hensible to the development department.

This way a complete and comprehensible history of the 
test process develops which lasts until the end of the 
project.

Di�erent output formats such as PDF, HTML, RTF, CSV and 
others facilitate archiving and distributing the reports.  The 
graphical presentation enhances clarity and improves the 
communication with developers and customers alike.

Klaros-Testmanagement allows to easily generate 
di�erent graphical reports with the push of a button. 
An individual con�guration allows a goal
oriented evaluation and presentation of data.

Graphical and tabular presentation

Customizable report templates

Support of various output formats 

Test cases and test results

Allocation of requirements and issues

Revision control and archiving

Project-speci�c con�guration 

TESTSUITES TESTREPORTS
TESTCASES TESTPLANS
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